Abstract. In this note we extend results by one of the authors on time discretization error estimates and related automatic time step control for stiff ordinary differential equations to the case of a nonlinear parabolic problem. The method for time discretization is the so-called Discontinuous Galerkin method based on using piecewise polynomials of degree q-> 0. We consider in this note the case q 0 corresponding to a variant of the backward Euler method. We prove a new almost optimal error estimate and present a related new algorithm for automatic time step control. This algorithm is very simple but yet is efficient and gives control of the global error.
1. Introduction and main results. In this note we extend the time-discretization error estimates and related methods for automatic time step control for stiff ordinary differential equations presented in [3] Co<-a(r) <-C, la'(r)l <-C for some positive constants Co and C, and Vu =(Ou/Ox1,'." ,OU/OXd). The.problem (1.1) can be given the following equivalent weak formulation: Find u'R/--> H(II) such that (1.2) (ft(t), v)+(a(u(t))Vu(t),Vv)=(f(t), v) u(0) Uo For the discretization of (1.2) in time we shall consider the so-called Discontinuous Galerkin method defined as follows: Let 0 to < tl <" < tn <" be a (not necessarily uniform) partition of the positive t-axis + into subintervals I, ( 
We note that this result gives, neglecting the logarithmic factor, an optimal error estimate. We have at once the following corollary which is the basis for our methods We shall also prove the following result, which applies to a situation where the exact solution has an initial transient, and where we are only interested in controlling the error for time bounded away from zero and where constant time steps would be used. THEOREM 2. Let u be the solution of (1.2) and U that of (1.4), and assume that (1.5)-(1.10) hold for u. Then there is a constant C depending only on a, C1-C6, T and Ix, such that for try <--T, tN )1/2 (1.14)
IlU(tN)--UNII<=C log --
In this note we only consider the effect of time-discretization, leaving for simplicity the space variables continuous. The problem of full discretizations, both in time and space, and with automatic mesh selection and error control also in space, offers a vast field for future research (cf. [2] , [5] ).
2. Automatic time step control for the backward Euler method. Let us here state an algorithm for automatic time step control for (1.4) naturally suggested by the error estimate (1.13). This extends the algorithm for stiff ordinary differential equations proposed in [3] to the present case of a nonlinear parabolic problem. For a more detailed comparison of this new type of algorithm with techniques currently in use in packages for the numerical solution of stiff systems of ordinary differential equations, we refer to [3] .
Thus, suppose > 0 is a given tolerance and suppose that we want the discrete solution U of (1.4) to satisfy: (2.1) max Ilu(t)-U(t)ll-<-. (2.5) maxl[u(t)-U(t)[[<-C log 7--+ 1 max 11U,, U,_II[. ttN A proof of (2.5) in the present context will be the subject of future work. For a linear parabolic problem a proof of an estimate of the form (2.5) is given in [4] . The problem of estimating the constant C in (1.13) and (2.5) through computations is discussed briefly in [3] . Variants of (2.4) are possible, see [4] and [5] .
To briefly compare the new algorithm (2.4) with standard algorithms, we make the following remarks: The algorithm (2.4) is very simple but still gives control of the global error. This is in contrast to standard methods where two main problems remain unresolved: First, a new parameter, a so-called local error tolerance, will have to be chosen and the relation between this parameter and the given global tolerance is not clear. Secondly, a certain local truncation error has to be estimated at each step and the computation ofthis local error is comparatively expensive, requiring in principle the results of a higher order method. In our algorithm (2.4) these two problems connected with standard methods do not occur.
Generalizations of the algorithm (2.4) to the higher order methods corresponding to (1.3) with q > 0 together with results of numerical experiments will be presented in future work, cf. [5] . 3 We note that the solution z of (3.2) can also be characterized by where in the last step we have used the counterpaa of (1.11) for the forward problem. By summation over n, and using (3.14) and (3.13), we obtain which is the analogue of (3.9) for the forward problem. In order to prove (3.10), we first consider (3.12) with n 1 and put to obtain -111211+ cllll+collz, , and hence (3.16) tlla/,ll cIlll =.
For n > 1 we put v =-A(8Z)., where (aZ 
